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A METHOD FOR PRODUCING A LAMELLA CORE

Technical field

The disclosure generally relates to the field of cores comprising several wood

lamellas and building panels, e.g. floor and wall panels, comprising such a core,

a decorative surface layer and a balancing layer. Furthermore, the disclosure

relates to production methods to produce such cores and panels.

Background

It is well known to produce building panels, e.g. floor panels, comprising a wood

lamella core, see e.g. CA 430 631 . It is also well known to produce building

panels with a mechanical locking system, see e.g. WO1994026999.

An engineered wood floor generally comprises of a surface layer, a core layer

and a balancing layer. The core provides stability and counteracts

swelling/shrinking. Several core materials may be used such as plywood, HDF

boards or a lamella core comprising several wood lamellas.

Summary

An overall objective of an embodiment of the invention is to improve the yield of

the production of a wood lamella core for building panels, particularly panels

comprising a mechanical locking system. A specific objective is to improve the

method for producing a semi-product for a core for a building panel, such as a

floorboard.

The sawn timber boards used for wood lamella cores are, due to cost reasons,

normally of low grade with a high number of knots, cracks etc. Furthermore the

sawn timber boards are in different lengths and the lengths seldom correspond

to the exact length needed in the production. The sawn timber boards are often

curved in the length direction. This causes a material waste in the production of

the wood lamella core. The invention may increase the share of the incoming

material that may be used in the production of building panels with a wood

lamella core.

A first aspect of the invention is a method of producing a semi-product for a

building panel, such as a floorboard, wherein the method comprises the steps of:



• arranging at least two distance strips, on a first sawn timber board, the

strips are preferably arranged essentially perpendicular to the first sawn

timber board;

• arranging a second sawn timber board to the distance strips;

· gluing the distance strips and the first and the second sawn timber board,

respectively;

• positioning of the first and the second sawn timber board and the distance

strips by a applying a pressure by a first element and a second element,

which are arranged along long edges of the first and the second sawn

timber board; and

• applying a pressure on the first and the second sawn timber board by a

third and a fourth element in a direction perpendicular to a top surface of

the second sawn timber board, preferably after the positioning step, until

the distance strips are bonded to the to the first and the second sawn

timber board and thereby obtaining a solid batch; and

• cutting of said solid batch in the length direction of the first and the second

timber boards, preferably by a multi rip saw, a frame saw or a band saw.

The pressure applied by the first and the second element positions the first and

the second sawn timber board and the distance strips in a correct position. The

first and the second sawn timber board may be curved in the length direction and

the pressure applied may at least partly straighten out the curved shape. The

first element may be a press plate, preferably a resilient press plate comprising a

plastic material.

The method may comprise the step of calibrating, preferably by milling or

planing, a width of the solid batch before said cutting of said solid batch.

The material yield may be increased by calibrating the solid batch instead of

calibrating the sawn timber board to obtain straight timber boards

The first and the second sawn timber board may be calibrated by milling or

planing before the method steps defined above in order to facilitate the

positioning.



A length of the distance strips may be longer than a width of the first and the

second sawn timber board, respectively. The first and/or the second element

may be provided with recesses that matches protruding parts of the distance

strips.

The distance strips may be equal or shorter than a width of the first and the

second sawn timber board, respectively. If a calibrating of the solid batch is

made an outer end of the distance strip may protrude from a long edge surface

of the solid batch.

The first and or the second element may have a planar surface facing the long

edges of the first and the second sawn timber boards.

The first and/or the second sawn timber board may be provided with grooves

with a width that match a width of the distance strips.

The first and the second sawn timber board may be positioned by applying a

pressure by a fifth and a sixth element at short edges of the first and second

sawn timber board, preferably before applying the pressure by the first and the

second element.

The first and/or the second sawn timber board may be arranged against a

protruding part of the first and/or the second element. This may increase the

yield if one of the first or the second sawn timber board is curved and the other

straight, or if they are curved in different directions.

The method may comprise the step of arranging several sawn timber boards and

distance strips to the second and/or first sawn timber board and preferably at

least two distance strips between adjacent sawn timber boards. The method may

comprise the step of arranging a short sawn timber board, which is shorter than

the distance between two adjacent distance strips arranged on an adjacent sawn

timber board. The short sawn timber board is arranged on one of the adjacent

distance strips.

The gluing step preferably comprises the step of applying a glue between the

distance strips and the first and the second sawn timber board, respectively.

The distance strips may comprise wood fibres and the glue may comprise a

reactive adhesive, e.g. a cross-linked polymer such as a cross-linked



polyurethane, a hot melt glue, or a white glue, such as a glue comprising

polyvinyl acetate. The distance strips may also be of wood or may comprise

wood, such as veneer, plywood, recycled parts of wood lamellas, paper, MDF,

HDF, OSB, particle board, masonite or saw dust mixed with an adhesive. The

distance strip may as an alternative comprise an adhesive with any type of filler

or a foamed glue.

A preferred solid batch comprises at least three sawn timber boards and the

cutting is preferably made by a band saw or a frame saw.

Said two distance strips, may be arranged on the first sawn timber board at an

angle within the range of about 45 to about 90 degree to a long edge the first

sawn timber board.

The method may comprise the step of arranging the distance strips between

adjacent sawn timber boards in a straight line.

The straight line may be oriented at about 90 degrees to the longitudinal

direction of the first sawn timber board.

The method may comprise the step of cutting the first and the second sawn

timber boards and the distance strips in a direction perpendicular to the length

direction.

Particularly if the sawn timber boards are cup shaped the method preferably

comprises the steps of:

forming two grooves, preferably with essentially planar fixation surfaces,

in a surface of the first sawn timber board; and

arranging one of said two distance strips in each groove.

The method may preferably also comprises the steps of:

forming two grooves, preferably with essentially planar fixation surfaces,

in a surface of the second sawn timber board; and

arranging one of said two distance strips in each of said grooves in the

surface of the second sawn timber board.

By forming grooves in the first and the second timber board planar surfaces are

provided for arranging the distance strips. This has the effect that the fixation

strength between the strips and the sawn timber boards are increased.



The method may comprise more than two distance strips. The number of

grooves formed in the surface of the first and the second sawn timber board

respectively is preferably equal to the number of distance strips.

The method may comprise the step of cutting the first and the second sawn

timber board and the distance strips in the length direction several times with a

distance between the cuts which is equal to the thickness of the a semi-product.

A second aspect of the invention is a method of producing a solid batch

comprising at least two sawn timber boards. An objective of an embodiment of

the second aspect is to increase the net width of the solid batch. The method

comprises the step of:

• measuring a deviation of a first sawn timber board; and

• cutting the first sawn timber board, if the deviation exceeds a critical

value, to obtain a shorter first sawn timber board.

• gluing the first sawn timber board to a second sawn timber board to obtain

a solid batch.

The first sawn timber board may have a deviation because of a curved shape

and the deviation may be decreased if the first sawn timber board is cut.

The method may comprise the step of cutting the first sawn timber board, if the

deviation exceeds a critical value, to obtain a third and a fourth sawn timber

board.

The method may comprise the step of cutting the first sawn timber board in the

middle to obtain a third and a fourth sawn timber board with essentially the same

length. The deviations of the third and the fourth sawn timber board obtained

may be a quarter of the deviation of the first timber board. The net width of a

solid batch comprising the third and the fourth sawn timber boards may therefore

be greater than the net width of a solid batch comprising the first sawn timber

board.

The method may comprise the step of arranging and gluing at least two distance

strips between the first and the second sawn timber board.

The method may comprise the step of arranging and gluing at least two distance

strips between the third and the second sawn timber board.



The method may comprise the step of arranging and gluing at least two distance

strips between the fourth and the second sawn timber board.

The method may comprise the step of arranging and gluing at least two distance

strips between the fourth and the third sawn timber board.

The cutting method steps of the second aspect to obtain an increased net width

may be used to increase the yield of the solid batch production of the first

aspect.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention will in the following be described in connection to preferred

embodiments and in greater detail with reference to the appended exemplary

drawings, wherein,

FIGs 1A-C show the production of a wood lamella core according to known

technology.

FIGs 1D-E illustrate a sawn timber board and a batch comprising several

sawn timber boards and distance strips according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG 2 illustrates a batch comprising several sawn timber boards

according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIGs 3A-B illustrate a semi product according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIGs 3C-D illustrate a building panel according to an embodiment of the

invention

FIGs 4A-B illustrate several semi products adjacent each other and a

building panel respectively according to an embodiments of the

invention.

FIGs 5A-D illustrate a batch and a sawn timber board with a groove and a

batch comprising such sawn timber boards according to

embodiments of the invention.

FIGs 6A-C illustrate a locking system with a protruding strip comprising

different sections according to an embodiment of the invention.



FIGs 7A-B illustrate a method and a device for producing a batch according

to an embodiment of the invention.

FIGs 8A-D illustrate a method and a device for producing a batch according

to an embodiment of the invention.

FIGs 9A-F illustrate a method and a device for producing a batch according

to an embodiment of the invention

FIGs 10A-B illustrate batches according to embodiments of the invention.

FIGs 11A-B illustrate batches according to embodiments of the invention.

FIGs 12A-B illustrate a method and a floorboard board according to

embodiments of the invention.

FIGs 12C-E illustrate methods to cut a sawn timber board according to

embodiments of the invention.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

In the production of a building panel, e.g. a floor panel, with a wood lamella core

it is known to arrange wood lamellas 4 parallel to each other and with a small

distance between the wood lamellas as is shown in FIG 1A. The distance is

undefined and random. A surface layer 6 is applied and glued to the wood

lamellas 4 . The fibres in the wood lamella core are generally oriented

perpendicular to the fibre direction of the surface layer 6 . This provides a very

climate stable floor panel when the surface layer is glued to the lamella core.

Generally the wood lamellas 4 have a length, which is equal to the width of two

or several floor panels as is shown in FIG 1B. The wood lamellas 4 are, after

gluing of the surface layer 6 , crosscut along a long edge of a surface layer to

obtain the building panel, see FIG 1C.

A solid batch according to an embodiment of the invention comprising sawn

timber boards 15 and distance strips 14 are shown in FIGs 1D and 1E. The sawn

timber boards 15 may be piled vertically above each other, with a distance strip

14, preferably of wood, between adjacent sawn timber boards, or arranged in the

same way in the horizontal direction. The distance strips 14, between a first 15a

and a second 15b adjacent sawn timber board, and between the second and a



third 15c adjacent sawn timber boards, are preferably arranged vertically

aligned. The wood species of the sawn timber boards and/or the distance strips

may be e.g. spruce, pine, rubber wood or poplar.

The sawn timber boards may be arranged such that the annual rings are

oriented in the same way, see FIG 1E, and preferably not opposite to each other,

see FIG 2 . Different orientation of the annuals rings may cause the sawn timber

boards in the batch to crack and/or separate since the sawn timber boards are

cupping, due to humidity changes, in different direction. The cupping may be

decreased by having narrower sawn timber boards. The sawn timber boards are

preferably divided into a width, which correspond to a multiple of the thickness of

desired wood lamellas plus the width of any saw cut/s between the wood lamella

layers.

The batch may be used for producing a semi product, see FIGs 3A and 3B. The

semi product may be used in a lamella wood core of a building panel, see FIGs

3C, 3D and 4B.

Each distance strip 14 is fixed to the adjacent(s) sawn timber boards 15 by an

adhesive, e.g., such as resins, preferably cross-linked, hot melt glue, white glue,

glue comprising polyvinyl acetate or polyurethane or expanding/foaming glue.

The longitudinal direction Z of the distance strips 14 is preferably perpendicular

to the longitudinal direction X of the sawn timber boards 15.

The sawn timber boards are divided several times by cutting in its longitudinal

direction X , forming a wood lamella 5 , 5', 5" of a semi product for e.g. a

floorboard, as shown in FIG 3A, and the distance strip is in the same cutting

cross cut, forming a distance element 4 , 4' of the semi product.

The distance t between two adjacent cuts corresponds essentially to the

thickness of the semi-product and thickness of the wood lamellas. The distance

L 1 , in the longitudinal direction of the wood lamellas X , between two adjacent

distance elements 4 , corresponds preferably to the width of a readymade

building panel, see FIG 3a. The total length L of the semi-product, in the

longitudinal direction of the wood lamellas X , is preferably essentially equal to a

multiple of the width, including any mechanical locking system, of a ready-made

building panel.



Knots 10 or other weaknesses of the wood lamellas in the semi product may be

reinforced with a reinforcement element 9 , if they are not positioned at a distance

element 4 . The wood lamella may comprise two pieces of wood in the

longitudinal direction. The short edges of two adjacent pieces may be close (e.g.,

less than about 2 mm) to each other 3 , adjacent to each other (not shown), or

positioned at some distance 2 (e.g., from about 2 mm to about 10 mm). The

short edges close to each other may be glued to each other and the short edges

positioned at some distance may be provided with a reinforcement element 9 .

The short edges of said two adjacent pieces may also be positioned at a

distance element 4 . The reinforcement element may be of the same type or of

different type than the distance element.

A wood lamella 5' at the outer edge of the semi product may be provided with a

distance element 4'. The purpose with this distance element 4' is to position a

first semi product at the desired distance from a second semi product when the

first and the second semi product is arranged next to each other, see FIGs 3A

and 4A.

FIGs 3C and 3D disclose a building panel, preferably a floor panel, with a core

comprising the semi products described above (section L 1 in FIG 3A). The

building panel is shown from above FIG 3C and in a side view 3D. The building

panel further comprises a surface layer 6 , preferably comprising wood or a wood

veneer, and a balancing layer 8 . Optionally the building panel may comprise a

supporting layer 7 , e.g. a thin board or a veneer, in order to avoid telegraphing in

top surface of the decorative layer 6 , and at the same time the thickness of

surface layer 6 may be reduced.

FIG 4A discloses several semi-products arranged in a set long side to long side

to be used as a core for the production of building panels, such as floorboards,

see FIG 4B. In the production of building panels several decorative layers 6 may

be positioned on one side of said set, preferably with their longitudinal direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the wood lamellas 5 of the semi

products. The length of the set, in a direction Y perpendicular to the longitudinal

direction of the wood lamellas 5 in the semi products, is preferably about the

same as the length of a readymade building panel.



A long edge 45 of a decorative layer 6 may be arranged along a line 1 of

distance elements 4 . A balancing layer 8 may be arranged on the other side of

the set at each position of a decorative layer 6 . The set is preferably cut along

said line 1 and a mechanical locking system formed along the long edges of the

building panel.

A core material of different material 44, e.g. a piece of plywood, may be

positioned in the set at a position, which corresponds to a short edge 46 of the

decorative layer. Different material 44 may be positioned at both short edges 46

of the decorative layer. Preferably a mechanical locking system is produced

along the short edges of the decorative layer and in the core material of different

material. A core material of different material 44, e.g. a piece of plywood, may

also be positioned in the set at a position that is essentially in the middle of the

decorative layer, or at any position where it may be desired to crosscut the

building panel and provide the edge with a mechanical locking system.

FIG 5A shows a batch comprising cup shaped sawn timber boards and non-cup

shaped sawn timber boards 15. The fixation strength between a distance strip 14

and a cup shaped sawn timber boards is reduced since the distance 9 1, 92

between two adjacent sawn timber boards varies over the width of the adjacent

sawn timber boards. The distance variation may also result in that the sawn

timber boards crack when the sawn timber boards in the batch are pressed

together after that glue is applied between the distance strips and the sawn

timber boards. To improve the fixation strength to a cup shaped sawn timber

board a groove 93, with a planar fixation surface, is formed in the surface of the

sawn timber board 15, as is shown in FIGs 5B-C. The distance strip 14 is

attached in the groove, preferably by gluing the distance strip to the fixation

surface. FIG 5D shows a batch with straight and cup shaped sawn timber

boards 15, which are provided with grooves 93 and distance strips 14 glued to

the fixation surfaces of the grooves.

FIGs 6A-C show a building panel comprising a wood lamella core and a surface

layer 6 . A first wood lamella 5 is fixed to a second adjacent wood lamella by a

distance element 4 . The building panel is provided with a long edge locking

system. The locking system comprises a first locking device at a first long edge

and a second locking device at a second opposite long edge. The first locking



device comprises a groove 62 and a protruding strip 60 with a locking element

63 at a first long edge. The second locking device comprises a locking groove 64

and tongue 6 1 .

The first locking device is configured to cooperate with the second locking device

at an essentially identical adjacent building panel. The tongue 6 1 and the groove

62 cooperate for vertical locking of the first and the second edge of said two

essentially identical building panels. The locking element 63 and the locking

groove 64 cooperate for horizontal locking of the first and the second edge of

said two essentially identical building panels.

The distance element 4 at the first edge preferably extends to an inner position

4a such that it covers essentially the whole groove 62. The advantage is that

there is no open space 70 at the edge and between the wood lamellas 5 , see

FIG 6B, for accumulation of dust and splinters. Preferably the distance element 4

extends to an outer position at the outer edge of the locking element. This gives

a strong locking and a more smooth machining since splitting of the locking

element 63 at the outer edge of the wood lamella may be avoided, since the

adjacent wood lamellas 5 are glued to the distance element 4 as shown in FIG

6C.

The distance element 4 at the first edge may also extend to an outer position 4b

such that only a part of the strip 60 is covered. The distance element 4 may also

extend to an inner position such that an opening is created between adjacent

wood lamellas.

The locking system is made even stronger vertically if the distance element 4 at

the second edge extends to the outer end of the tongue and to an inner position

4c such that the distance element 4 covers the whole tongue 6 1 . The horizontal

strength is improved if the distance element at the second edge extends to an

inner position 4d, such that the distance element covers a part of the locking

groove 64, that cooperates with the locking element 63 for horizontal locking.

The distance element 4 at the second edge may also extend to an inner position

4e, such that the distance element covers essentially the whole locking groove

64, in order to avoid accumulation of dust and splinters.

A preferred locking system of the building panel comprises a locking strip 60,

which comprises a first section, with a first wood fibre direction, and a second



section with a second wood fibre direction. In the embodiments shown in FIG 6a-

c the first section is created by a wood lamella and the second section is created

by the distance element.

A locking system of the building panel may further comprise a protruding strip 60

that comprises sections with different materials and/or widths along the joint.

A method and a device for producing a semi-product for a core of a building

panel, such as a floorboard, is shown in a side view in FIG 7A and in a top view

in FIG 7B. Sawn timber boards are arranged on each other with at least two

distance strips 14 between adjacent sawn timber boards 15 and glue is applied

between the distance strips and the sawn timber boards. A pressure P2 is

applied against first long edges of the sawn timber boards by a first element 70,

such a press plate, which positions second long edges of the sawn timber

boards against a second element 7 1 . A pressure P3 is applied on a top surface

on the uppermost of the sawn timber board by a third element 72, such as a

press plate, which presses the sawn timber boards against a fourth element 73.

The pressure against the top surface is maintained until the distance strips are

bonded by the glue to the sawn timber board and thereby obtaining a solid batch

comprising the sawn timber boards and the distance strips. The pressure against

the long edges of the sawn timber boards is preferably also maintained until the

distance strips is bonded by the glue to the sawn timber board. The pressure

against the long edges may at least partly straighten out curved sawn timber

boards. A pressure may also be applied against first short edges of the sawn

timber board by fifth element 74, which positions second short edges of the sawn

timber board against a sixth element 75.

The sawn timber boards are piled on the fourth element 73, which preferably

extends in a horizontal plane, and the first long edge of each sawn timber board

is positioned against the second element 7 1, which preferably extends in a

vertical plane. The fourth element, such as a plate may be connected to the

second element, such as a plate, to a frame with a L-shaped cross section. The

sawn timber boards may be positioned against the sixth element 75, which

preferably extend in a vertical plane. The sixth element is preferably connected

to an end of the frame. The frame may be arranged in an angled position such

that the sawn timber boards are displaced by gravity against the second and/or



the sixth element. The length of the distance strips may be greater than the width

of the sawn timber boards and the first and/or the second element may be

provided with recesses 76 that matches protruding parts of the distance strips

14. Two or more bars may be used instead of a plate (not shown).

The sawn timber board may have different width. It is preferred that sawn timber

boards of different width are positioned such that the second long edges of the

sawn timber board are positioned essentially in the same plane 0L at the second

element to obtain a solid batch with a second long edge surface which is

essentially flat. Thus the deviations of the width of the sawn timber boards

preferably end up at a first long edge surface of the solid batch. To obtain this

the first element 70 is preferably resilient, such as a press plate comprising a

plastic material, whereas the second element is more rigid, such as a plate

comprising a metal.

The sawn timber board may have different length. It is preferred that sawn timber

boards of different lengths are positioned such that the second short edges of

the sawn timber board are positioned essentially in the same plane OS at the

sixth element to obtain a solid batch with a second short edge surface which is

essentially flat. Thus the deviations of the length of the sawn timber boards

preferably end up at a first short edge surface of the solid batch. To obtain this

the fifth element is preferably resilient, such as a press plate comprising a plastic

material, whereas the sixth element is more rigid, such as a plate comprising a

metal.

An embodiment of the method and the device for producing the semi-product is

shown in FIG 8C in a top view and in FIG 8D in a cross section A-A. The sawn

timber boards 15 are positioned against two protruding parts 8 1 arranged at the

second element 7 1 . The protruding parts 8 1 extends along the second element

in the vertical direction and one of the protruding part is positioned at a distance

from an end of the second element and the other of the protruding part is

preferably positioned at the same distance from the other end of the second

element. Deviations of a curved sawn timber board 15, as compared to a straight

board, which are not removed by the pressure P 1 form the first element, are

allocated on the first and the second long edge of the solid batch. This may



decrease the waste as compared to the method and device without the

protruding parts which is shown in corresponding views in FIGs 8A-B.

FIGs 9A-B shows an embodiment comprising a first and a second set protruding

parts. Each set comprising protruding parts arranged vertically above each other.

Each protruding part is arranged at a position that corresponds to a vertical

position of a sawn timber board. The first set is positioned at a distance D from

an end of the second element and the second set is preferably positioned at the

same distance from the other end of the second element. The protruding parts

are preferably displaceable in a horizontal direction and may be individually

adjustable in order to position sawn timber boards that may be curved and/or of

different width to obtain a decreased waste.

FIGs 9C and 9E shows an embodiment comprising a second element 7 1 with a

length L and a protruding part 8 1 at a distance D from each end of the second

element. Each protruding part 8 1 extends a distance H from the second element,

which is preferably about a half maximum deviation of a curved sawn timber

board. FIGs 9C and 9D shows a concave sawn timber board arranged above a

straight timber board. FIGs 9E and 9F shows a convex sawn timber board

arranged above a straight timber board. FIG 9D shows the same timber boards

as in FIG 9C, and FIG 9F shows the same sawn timber boards as in FIG 9E, but

the embodiment shown in FIGs 9D and 9F is not provided with the protruding

parts. A solid batch produced by the embodiment without the protruding parts

and with the convex or concave sawn timber boards, may have to be wasted or

that a considerable part of the solid batch may have to be cut away and wasted.

The solid batch is cut in the longitudinal direction of the sawn timber boards

along a cutting lines 101 that are essentially perpendicular to a top surface of the

sawn timber boards, as is shown in FIGs 10A-B and 11A . The distance between

two adjacent cutting lines 101 is essentially the thickness of the semi product

produced. The long edge surfaces of the solid batch may be calibrated,

preferably by milling or planing, before the solid batch is cut in the longitudinal

direction. This is to avoid or minimize gaps 120 in the semi product, where a part

of a wood lamella is missing due to curved timber boards or timber boards of

different width. By calibrating the solid batch a part W of the sawn timber is

wasted and a part d of the distance strips are wasted. The number of semi



products that can be obtained from calibrated batch is the net width NW of the

calibrated batch divided by the distance between two adjacent saw cutting lines.

It may be desired to have distance strips with a length, which is greater than the

width of the sawn timber board. The distance strips 14 may protrude from both

the long edge surfaces of the batch, as is shown in FIG 10A, or the distance

strips may only protrude from one of long edge surfaces of the batch, as is

shown in FIG 10B. The advantage is that this decrease the likelihood that it's

necessary to calibrate the solid batch due to a missing part of a distance strip. It

may be preferred to have an increased waste of distance strips since they may

be cheaper than the sawn timber boards. Another advantage is that if parts of

two adjacent wood lamellas are missing it is more likely that the distance

element between the two adjacent wood lamellas is complete, i.e. that no part of

the distance element is missing, see e.g. FIGs B and 12B. This increases the

strength of the semi product and consequently also the strength of the building

panel provided with the semi product as a core.

FIG 11A shows an embodiment of a solid batch, which comprises distance strips

14 which have a length, which is equal to the width of the sawn timber board.

This may be desired to reduce the waste of the distance strip when the sawn

timber boards are sufficiently straight and of essentially the same width.

A semi product with a missing part of a wood lamellas and/or a distance element

is preferably arranged such that the missing part is positioned at the balancing

layer 8 in the ready-made building panel, as is shown in FIG 12B. This will

improve the bonding between the decorative layer 6 and the semi product and

the quality of the ready-made building panel. When the solid batch is cut into

semi products, outermost semi products of the cut solid batch are preferably

rotated in different directions, as is shown in FIG 12A. This results in that the

surfaces of the outermost semi products, which may have a missing part of a

wood lamella and/or a distance strip, are oriented in the same direction. This

method of arranging a semi product may be used for arranging any semi product

for the production of a building panel, also for arranging semi products that are

not produced according to the first and/or second aspect.

FIGs 12C-D show a method to cut sawn timber boards for producing a solid

batch. The method comprises the step of measuring the deviation H 1 of a curved



sawn timber board. Curved sawn timber boards with a deviation that exceeds a

critical value are cut to obtain shorter sawn timber boards with decreased

deviations H2. The deviations H2 of shorter sawn timber boards 15', 15",

obtained by cutting a curved sawn timber board in the middle C 1, may be a

quarter of the deviation H 1 of the curved sawn timber board. The net width of a

solid batch NW2 comprising the shorter sawn timber boards may therefore be

greater than the net width NW1 of a solid batch comprising the curved sawn

timber board.

FIG 12E shows a method comprising the step of measuring the deviation H3 at

the end of a curved sawn timber board. Curved sawn timber board with a

deviation at its end that exceed a critical value may be cut C3 to obtain an

essentially straight sawn timber board with a first length NL3 and a first net width

NW3 and a shorter sawn timber board with a second length L3 and a second net

width NW4. The shorter sawn timber board and the essentially straight sawn

timber board may be used for producing the same solid batch if the first and the

second net width are essentially the same. If the difference between the first and

the second net width exceeds a critical value the essentially straight sawn timber

board may be used for producing a first solid batch and the shorter sawn timber

board may be used to produce a second solid batch. A shorter sawn timber

board with a deviation that exceeds a critical value may be cut C3' to obtain a

shorter sawn timber boards with a decreased deviation, a shorter second length

L3', and an increased net width.

Example:

120 sawn timber boards with a length of 0,85 meters and a nominal width of

100mm are measured. The measured widths of the sawn timber boards are

between 94,2 and 102,5 mm.

The sawn timber boards are arranged to obtain 12 solid batches, each

comprising 10 sawn timber board.

The minimum net width NW1 from the 12 solid batches is 90,2mm.

The minimum net width NW2 from the 12 solid batches with the 16 most curved

sawn timber boards cut in the middle is 92,8mm.



The minimum net width NW2 from the 12 solid batches with the all sawn timber

boards cut in the middle is 94,1 mm. This gives an increased yield of 4,3%.



CLAIMS

1. Method of producing a semi-product for a building panel, such as a floorboard,

wherein the method comprises:

· arranging at least two distance strips (14), on a first sawn timber board;

• arranging a second saw timber board (15) to the distance strips (14);

• gluing the distance strips (14) to the first and the second sawn timber

board, respectively;

• positioning of the first and the second sawn timber board and the distance

strips by applying a pressure (P2) by a first element and a second

element (70, 7 1) , which are arranged along long edges of the first and the

second sawn timber board; and

• applying a pressure (P3) on the first and the second sawn timber board by

a third and a fourth element (72,73), in a direction perpendicular to a top

surface of the second sawn timber board, until the distance strips are

bonded to the first and the second sawn timber board and thereby

obtaining a solid batch; and

• cutting of said solid batch in the length direction of the first and the second

timber boards.

2 . The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the distance strips are arranged

essentially perpendicular to the first sawn timber board.

3 . The method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 , wherein the method comprises

calibrating, preferably by milling or planing, a width of the solid batch before said

cutting of said solid batch.

4 . The method as claimed in any one of the claims 1 - 3 , wherein a length of the

distance strips (14) is longer than a width of the first and the second sawn timber

board, (15) respectively.

5 . The method as claimed in claim 4 , wherein the first and/or the second element

is provided with recesses (76) that matches protruding parts of the distance

strips (14).



6 . The method as claimed in any one of the claims 1- 3 , wherein a length of the

distance strips is equal or shorter than a width of the first and the second sawn

timber board, respectively.

7 . The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first

and/or the second element (70, 7 1) has a planar surface facing the long edges of

the first and the second sawn timber boards.

8 . The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first

and/or the second sawn timber board (15) is/are provided with grooves (93) with

a width that matches a width of the distance strips (14).

9 . The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first

and the second sawn timber board are positioned by a applying a pressure (P1 )

by a fifth and a sixth element (74,75) at short edges of the first and second sawn

timber board.

10. The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises arranging the first and/or the second sawn timber board

against a protruding part (81 ) of the first and/or the second element (70,71 ) .

11. The method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises the step of arranging several sawn timber boards and

distance strips to the second and/or first sawn timber board.

12. A method of producing a solid batch comprising at least two sawn timber

boards, wherein the method comprises:

• measuring a deviation of a first sawn timber board (15); and

• cutting the first sawn timber board, if the deviation exceeds a critical

value, to obtain a third and a fourth sawn timber board (15', 15").

• gluing the third and a fourth sawn timber board (15', 15") to a second

sawn timber board to obtain a solid batch.

13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein the method comprises arranging

and gluing at least two distance strips between the third sawn timber board and

the second sawn timber board.

14. The method as claimed in the claims 12 or 13, wherein the method

comprises arranging and gluing at least two distance strips between the fourth

sawn timber board (15") and the second sawn timber board.



15. The method as claimed in anyone of the claims 12 - 14, wherein the method

comprises cutting the first sawn timber board (15) in the middle, wherein the third

and the fourth sawn timber board (15', 15") are of essentially the same length.
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